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Planetary nebulae contain shells of cold gas and dust whose heating and chemistry is likely
driven by UV and X-ray emission from their central stars and from wind-collision-generated
shocks. We present the results of a survey of molecular line emissions in the 88 - 235 GHz
range from nine nearby (<1.5 kpc) planetary nebulae using the 30 m telescope at the Insti-
tut de Radioastronomie Millimétrique. Rotational transitions of nine molecules, including the
well-studied CO isotopologues and chemically important trace species, were observed and the
results compared with and augmented by previous studies of molecular gas in PNe. Lines of
the molecules HCO+, HNC, HCN, and CN, which were detected in most objects, represent new
detections for five planetary nebulae in our study. Flux ratios were analyzed to identify correla-
tions between the central star and/or nebular ultraviolet/X-ray luminosities and the molecular
chemistries of the nebulae. Analysis reveals the apparent dependence of the HNC/HCN line
ratio on PN central star UV luminosity. There exists no such clear correlation between PN
X-rays and various diagnostics of PN molecular chemistry. The correlation between HNC/HCN
ratio and central star UV luminosity hints at the potential of molecular emission line studies
of PNe for improving our understanding of the role that high-energy radiation plays in the
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Molecular line observations provide keen insight into the envelopes of neutral gas that surround
certain planetary nebulae (hereafter PNe). Thrown o↵ by low mass (0.8-8 M ) stars in their post-
asymptotic giant branch stage, the shells of cold material are then bombarded by hot, ionizing UV
and X-rays from the newly unveiled PN central star, which was the inert C/O core that remains from
the former AGB star. In recent decades, surveys have yielded a growing list of molecules detected
in PNe and these detections reveal crucial information on the structure and chemical reactions
within the nebulae. Millimeter CO and later infrared H2 lines gave the first views of the molecular
gas 30 years ago and have remained commonplace probes into the shells of ejected mass since then
(Huggins & Healy, 1989; Bachiller et al., 1991; Huggins et al., 1996, and references therein). Due
to its large abundance and low critical density of excitation, CO is the most commonly observed
molecular species found in PN (Huggins et al. 1996). Infrared lines of H2 are also observed from
certain PNe; the presence of H2-emitting regions correlates strongly with the bipolar morphology of
a PN and indicates an origin in a more massive progenitor star (>1.5 M ); (Kastner et al., 1996).
More recent spectroscopic surveys have uncovered other molecular species, such as HCN, HNC,
and HCO+ (Bachiller et al., 1997). Analysis of these molecule-rich envelopes is necessary to provide
continuity with the previous stage of stellar evolution, i.e. the post-AGB stage (Blöcker, 2001). An
understanding of how the observed abundances arise in cold gas is fundamental to the physics of
the PN (Phillips, 2003).
In this thesis, we present new detections of molecules across nine observed PNe with data
obtained at the IRAM 30m telescope. We also provide updated analysis of previously reported
lines in various papers. Finally, we compare the integrated intensities of observed molecular lines
to study correlations between the molecular chemistry and properties of the central star of the
planetary nebula. Specifically, we strive to find tracers of non-LTE chemistry due to X-irradiation
of molecular gas.
The remainder of Section 1 provides background to the study of molecular lines in PNe. Obser-
vational details are laid out in Section 2, with analysis of the new observations in Section 3. Finally,
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the results are presented with discussion on line comparisons in Section 4.
1.1 PNe Formation
Planetary nebulae arise from the outflowing mass of late stage low-mass stars. Entering the main
sequence over the range ⇠0.8-8.0 M  (Blöcker, 2001), the star is set on a course that will see it
convert its core hydrogen into helium, carbon, oxygen, nitrogen, and various heavier elements. The
initial phase of fusion converts 90% of the hydrogen in the core of the star to helium until insu cient
photon pressure causes the core to gravitationally contract. A shell undergoing H-burning surrounds
the contracting He core as the star leaves the main sequence. As the core contracts, the surrounding
H-rich envelope expands and cools, producing the titular Red Giant Branch (RGB) (Herwig, 2005).
Pressure and temperature increase until He begins fusing into carbon and oxygen. For stars of initial
mass below ⇠1.8 M , the He core will become degenerate and unable to regulate the temperature.
This runaway process creates an explosive He flash that pushes the star onto the zero-age horizontal
branch. Ultimately these stars rapidly deplete their He as the H layer grows in luminosity and size.
Eventually, the core He is exhausted as well, and the carbon/oxygen core collapses into electron
degeneracy (Iben Jr., 1995).
With the onset of C/O core degeneracy, the star has now reached the Asymptotic Giant Branch
(AGB) evolutionary stage. The AGB stage begins with a dormant H shell around a He-burning
shell, which continues to contribute material to the C/O core until only a thin layer of He remains
(Iben Jr., 1995). Without significant material to separate them, the hydrogen shell reignites, which
moves the star to the second half of the AGB where phases of H-shell burning, He-shell burning
(with the resulting thermal pulses), and dredge-up mix the contents of the convective interior,
bringing nuclear processed elements to the surface (Phillips, 2003).
Stellar winds, due mainly to shocks and radiation pressure, can now expel the star’s H-rich
envelope. The H envelope cools and contracts as its luminosity drops, allowing dust grains to
form in the outer atmosphere of the star. This process is enhanced by shock waves from stellar
pulsations that inflate the surface layers and deposit dust grains into the atmosphere (Liljegren
et al., 2017). During the AGB phase, He-shell flashes occur when su cient He is accreted from
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the H-burning shell onto the layers below (Iben Jr., 1995). When He ignites, it produces su cient
energy to surpass the H-burning phase in luminosity. Radiation pressure then pushes the dust
grains away from the star, dragging envelope gas along for the ride. The He shell again contracts
and the H shell reignites, restarting the thermal pulse cycle. This process leads to an increasing
rate of mass ejection of 10 7-10 4 M /yr as the star progresses along the last stages of the AGB
(Blöcker, 2001). The atomic and molecular composition of the ejected mass is dependent on the
surface temperature of the thermally pulsing star, as well as the mass of ejected material capable
of insulating globules from the radiation below (Iben Jr., 1995).
When the H envelope is depleted to a mass of ⇠10 2 M , mass loss ceases and the star progresses
from the AGB to the post-AGB and, soon after, to the central star of a PN (hereafter CSPN). Due
to the ejection of the star’s outer layers of mass, the much hotter post-fusion core is exposed and
produces high energy UV and, sometimes, point-like X-ray emission that can ionize the nebular
gas. The fast winds from the pre-white dwarf star may also slam into the slower moving ejected
envelope, shocking the gas up to temperatures 106 K (Kastner et al., 2012, and references therein).
Hot bubbles that form from this wind interaction have been found to be X-ray-luminous, thereby
producing another means of ionization within the PN. Through these processes, the CSPN UV
emission bombards the ejected material with su cient energy to ionize atoms and molecules alike
in the nearby shell (required photon energies are 13.6 eV for atomic H, ⇠14.0 eV1 for CO), as
well as dissociate molecules such as ground state CO (dissociation energy at 11.09 eV; (Visser
et al., 2009). The large atomic and molecular column densities in the nebula, however, limit the
penetration depth of incident UV photons, shielding the outer layers of the nebula. Only higher
energy photons, >0.5 keV, can penetrate the dense, neutral gas of the PN to ionize these outer
shells (Tielens & Hollenbach, 1985). X-rays are thus potential drivers of the molecular chemistry
through the formation of radicals that provide additional stages of chemical reactions (Montez Jr.
et al., 2015; Spaans & Meijerink, 2007).
As a consequence of the di↵erent penetration depths characteristic of di↵erent photon energy




Table 1: Molecules Identified in NGC 7027 and CRL 618a
Number of Atoms Moleculesb
2 CO, 13CO, CN, CS, CO+, SO+, SiO
3 HCN, HNC, HCO+, HCS+, N2H+, C2H, HOC+, CCH, MgNC
4 C3N, HCNH+, H2CO
5 HC3N, C4H, H2C3
6 CH3CN, C5H
a: Limited to molecules composed of 6 atoms or fewer.
b: isotopologues not included
References:
Zhang et al. (2008); Pardo et al. (2007); Hasegawa & Kwok (2001)
to UV and X-ray emission will be fully ionized and dissociated, producing a layer of ⇠104 K Hii
(Hollenbach & Tielens, 1999). This ionized zone fluoresces brightly in H and O. Distinct emission
lines are produced here from the bright reds of hydrogen recombination to the green inner layers of
doubly ionized O, adding up to the bright visual icon that is a PN. Just outside, Hii gives way to
Hi in the thin transition zone in which Lyman photons dominate heating and ionization (Tielens &
Hollenbach, 1985). Progressing outward, fewer high energy photons penetrate, such that the outer
nebular layers remain neutral and molecules survive. Any UV and X-ray photons that penetrate
into this molecular zone will yield ions that drive molecular reactions. It is the goal of this paper to
analyze this chemical processing by observing the molecular abundances and their variation with
respect to PN and CSPN properties.
1.2 Molecular Chemistry
Once evolved material is ejected from the contracting post-AGB star core and left to coast in
ever-expanding shells, the CSPN emerges and begins to ionize nearby gas with high energy radiation.
Past the ionized zone, radiation reaches previously expelled neutral matter in what is known as
the photon-dominated or photodissociation region (hereafter PDR). The PDR exists outside the
ionized transition zone of the PN and consists of gas that is cold and dense enough to remain
neutral (Hasegawa & Kwok, 2001). Its chemistry, however, is still predominantly influenced by UV
photons from the CSPN. High energy radiation destroys molecular structures, either by breaking
atomic bonds or by removing electrons. The dissociated and ionized molecules in the PDR provide
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the building blocks for cooling gas to form more complex molecules in the expanding shells of PNe.
There is, however, some debate whether observed molecules could have been created during the
AGB phase and survived into the PN (Zhang et al., 2008, and references therein).
While the molecular dictionary of the Universe is extensive, PNe are restricted to a simpler
vocabulary. This chemistry can be defined by the molecules included in Table 1, which lists the
emission lines identified to-date within two well-studied PNe (NGC 7027 and CRL 618). Though
this is not an exhaustive list of molecules detected thus far in PNe, it provides a basis for the survey
detailed in this paper.
To understand the role CSPN radiation plays in PN formation, it is important to identify
molecular tracers of high energy irradiation. Because UV photons cannot easily penetrate the
outer regions of dense molecular clouds, strong ionization of those cold molecules requires X-ray
emission. One molecule that requires ionization pathways to form is HCO+. Two such primary
pathways of formation in PNe are (Zhang et al., 2008):
H3
+ +CO   ! HCO+ +H2 (1)
H2 +CO
+   ! HCO+ +H. (2)
The presence of the H+3 ion allows CO to be converted into HCO
+ through reaction (1). Here, H+3
is a second-generation species that can be formed through H2 ionization from the UV and X-ray
emission of the CSPN or by soft X-ray emission due to shocks (Zhang et al., 2008; Black, 1978).
However, low abundances are expected due to dissociative recombination into H2 (Bachiller et al.,
1997). As such, a second, X-ray induced pathway that requires su cient CO+, reaction (2), allows
for HCO+ formation. CO+ abundance may be increased through X-irradiated material more so
than UV production (Spaans & Meijerink, 2007). The requirement for abundant H+3 (or CO
+)
suggests HCO+ acts as a diagnostic for X-irradiated gas (Deguchi et al., 1990). Together, these
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chemical reactions suggest that the strengths of the radiation fields in PNe could play a significant
role in the production and therefore abundance of the observed molecules. HCO+ has also been
noted to increase in abundance from proto-PNe to the PN phase (Bachiller et al., 1997). The
abundance of HCO+ hence provides a potential tool for inferring the age of a PN.
As a pair of molecules, HCN and HNC perform a complicated ballet from one to the other
in regions of molecular gas. Representative formation pathways, and one destruction pathway for
HNC, are (Zhang et al., 2008):
CN + H2   ! HCN+H (3)
HNC +H   ! HCN+H (4)
HNC +O   ! NH+CO (5)
Both molecules are formed through dissociative recombination with HCNH+ (Zhang et al., 2008;
Herpin et al., 2002) and their primary destruction mechanisms are through H+3 , H3O
+, and HCO+
(Graninger et al., 2014). Due to increased ion-molecule interactions, however, HNC is expected to
have a high abundance in pre-PN stages (Zhang et al., 2008; Herpin et al., 2002). HCN can also be
produced from CN through reaction (3), though UV photodissociation of HCN back to CN appears
to be the dominant process (Zhang et al., 2008; Bachiller et al., 1997). Despite this interplay of
ionization and dissociation, chemical models ultimately suggest that the ratio of HNC/HCN has a
strong temperature dependence. Current theory suggests reactions (4) and (5) become important
around 25 K and will strongly decrease HNC/HCN ratios in heated molecular gas regions (Bachiller
et al., 1997; Graninger et al., 2015). Confirmation of this critical temperature remains di cult due
6
Table 2: Summary of Physical Data for Observed CS and PNe
Name Morphology Angular Radius D R Age MassPNe
(F08/SMV11) (”) (kpc) (pc) (103 yr) (M )
BD+303639 Er/Ecsarh 4 1.3 0.02 1 0.01
NGC 7027 Bs/Mctspih 14 0.89 0.03 1.4 0.05
NGC 6445 Bs/Mpi 17 1.39 0.14 3 0.18
NGC 7008 Efp/Bs 43 0.70 0.15 4 0.08
NGC 6720 (M57) Ebmr(h)/Ecsh 35 0.7 0.13 6 0.09
NGC 6853 (M27) Ebm(h)/Bbpih 49 0.38 0.37 11 0.41
NGC 6772 Ep/E 32 1.20 0.22 19 0.17
NGC 7293 Bams(h)/Ltspir 402 0.22 0.46 21 0.35
NGC 6781 Bam(h:)/Bth 53 0.95 0.32 26 0.44
Notes:
Morphology descriptions as defined in Frew (2008)(F08); a: asymmetry present, B: bipolar, b: bipolar core, E: elliptical, f:
filled amorphous center, (h): distinct outer halo, m: multiple shells, p: point symmetry present, r: dominant ring structure,
s: internal structure
Morphology description modified slightly from Sahai et al. (2011)(SMV11); a: ansae, B: bipolar, c: closed outer lobes, E:
elongated, h: halo, i: inner bubble, L: collimated lobe pair, M: multipolar, p: point symmetry, r: radial rays, s: CSPN
apparent, t: bright central toroidal structure
PN data obtained from Frew (2008) unless otherwise specified. Distance to NGC 7027 obtained from Kastner et al. (2012).
Angular radii estimated using DSS data.
to conflicting quantum mechanical models. Regardless, the abundances of HNC and HCN appear to
be tracing the local gas temperature, which in turn should be influenced by the flux of UV photons
from the core of the PN.
2 Data
2.1 Sample Selection
The sample of nine PNe presented here were selected as candidates from the Chandra Planetary
Nebula Survey (or ChanPlaNS), which focused on objects within 1.5 kpc of Earth to identify and
categorize PN X-ray emission (Kastner et al. 2012). The ChanPlaNS sample features well-resolved,
high excitation PNe with a diverse range of X-ray properties: CSPN X-rays sources, di↵use nebular
sources, and X-ray-undetected PNe. From these objects, we selected PNe with confirmed molecular
gas. Previously observed objects with evidence of strong molecular gas lines (CO and H2) assure
detectable emission lines of other molecular species in those PNe. These requirements narrow the
target list down to 12 objects where, discounting objects too far south for the IRAM telescope, we
are left with the 9 PNe listed in Table 2.
Background information compiled from previous studies of the observed PNe is listed in Tables
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Table 3: Radiative Properties of PNe
Name CSPN sp type T* MassCS LUV LX X-Ray Emedian
(kK) (M ) log(ergs s
 1) log(ergs s 1) (P/D/N)* (keV)
BD+303639 [WC9] 32 0.58 37.23 32.20 D 0.74
NGC 7027 ... 175 0.67 37.47 32.11 D 0.97
NGC 6445 ... 170 0.64 36.57 30.10 P 1.04
NGC 7008 O(H) 97 0.55 36.72 29.48 P 0.85
NGC 6720 hgO(H) 148 0.66 36.18 - N ...
NGC 6853 DAO 135 0.63 36.09 29.15 P 0.18
NGC 6772 ... 135 0.64 36.01 - N ...
NGC 7293 DAO 110 0.63 35.55 29.94 P 0.89
NGC 6781 DAO 112 0.57 36.15 - N ...
Notes:
*: P = point-like, D = di↵use, N = non-detection
PN data obtained from Frew (2008) unless otherwise specified.
Lx values taken from Montez Jr. et al. (2015).
Emedian from Kastner et al. (2012), except NGC 7027 and BD+30 from Montez Jr. et al. (2015).
Table 4: Observed Positions and Integration Times
Source ↵ (J2000.0)   (J2000.0) Representative Integration
Time (sec)
BD+303639 19h34m45.23s 30 30058.9000 2.075⇥104
NGC 7027 21h07m1.59s 42 14010.2000 9.233⇥103
NGC 6445 17h49m15.21s -20 00034.5000 2.512⇥104
NGC 7008 21h00m34.36s 54 33017.2000 1.481⇥104
NGC 6720 18h53m31.90s 33 01025.0000 1.074⇥104
NGC 6720N 18h53m35.08s 33 01045.0000 1.074⇥104
NGC 6853 19h59m36.38s 22 43015.8000 3.963⇥104
NGC 6772 19h14m36.37s -2 42055.0000 2.482⇥104
NGC 7293 22h29m7.50s -20 48058.6000 2.803⇥104
NGC 6781 19h18m27.42s 6 31029.3000 1.953⇥104
Notes:
Integration times sampled from HCN/HCO+/HNC observations per PN.
Distinction between NGC6720 and NGC6720N discussed in Section 3.2.2.
2 and 3. Physical properties of the Central Stars (hereafter CSPN) and PNe are provided in Table
2, which lists the morphology, angular radius in arcsec, distance, average radius, age, and mass
of each PN. The spectral type, CSPN temperature and mass, ultraviolet luminosity, X-ray source




Data were collected on the nine listed PNe during an observing run on the IRAM 30m telescope
on Pico Veleta from 5th to 10th June, 2012. Table 4 lists the positions of all 10 observations. Fre-
quencies in the regime of 88 GHz to 236 GHz were chosen to measure bright transitions for molecules
of interest within the nebula. These key molecules for tracing chemistry consist of 12CO(J=1-0,
2-1), 13CO(J=1-0, 2-1), CO+, HCO+, CN, HCN, and HNC.
We used the Eight MIxer Receiver (EMIR), which is able to observe simultaneously in the 1 mm
and 3 mm bands. Dual polarization mode was used whenever each specific frequency setting made
it possible, and the lines from the two polarizations averaged after checking their intensities to be
compatible. We recorded the data with the FTS200 backend, providing a resolution of 200 kHz,
which translates into velocity resolutions of ⇠0.5 and ⇠0.25 km s 1 in the 88 and 236 GHz regimes,
respectively, and a su cient coverage of the lines listed above.
Beam size and beam e ciency for the telescope ranged from 10.4” and 0.60 at 236 GHz for the
CO+ lines to 27.8” and 0.80 at 88.6 GHz for the HCN line. Saturn and Mars were used to focus
the telescope, and pointing errors were corrected to an accuracy of ⇠3” by performing frequent
measurements of nearby pointing calibrators (namely quasars such as QSO B1730-130 and QSO
J0854+2006, but also Neptune, the ionised region K3-50A, and the planetary nebula NGC 7027).
The subreflector was wobbled by 120” every 2 seconds to provide stable and flat baselines. The
data were calibrated in units of main-beam temperature, Tmb by frequent (15-20 min) calibration
scans using the chopper wheel method. The obtained values were then re-scaled using sources with
stable, well-known fluxes (CW Leo and NGC 7027).
Figures 1a through 9a illustrate the beam diameter of the telescope and the location in the PN
that was observed. Beam diameters for CO(1-0) and CO(2-1) were chosen to represent the range
in solid angle across frequency. Beam size is defined as the half power diameter on the IRAM 30m
telescope. For most objects, the target regions for the IRAM observations were centered on or near
the CSPN to ensure that the molecular material within the nebula was well sampled within the
beam of the 30 m telescope. An additional pointing was obtained on the outer shell of NGC 6720
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along with the CSPN pointing to investigate the PN’s potential variation in chemistry.
Integration times varied from an hour for 13CO lines to 6 hours for HCN/HCO+/HNC. Repre-
sentative integration times are listed in Table 4. Weak lines were observed for significantly longer
durations, up to 33 hours. System temperatures were recorded between 102.4K and 445.9 K.
3 Results
3.1 Molecular Spectra and Spectral Line Parameters
Observations among nine detected molecular lines provide new data for each of the PN in
our survey, including the well-observed NGC 7027. Spectral lines for each of our objects have been
arranged by molecule in Figures 1b-9b. Spectra are baseline-subtracted to enable direct comparison
of observed emission line intensities. Individual lines have also been shifted vertically to better
compare their shapes. Measured emission lines parameter values are compiled in Tables 5 and 6,
separated into objects that have been well observed in the past and those that are predominantly
new detections, respectively. Peak molecular fluxes of the observed molecules are defined by the
telescope main beam temperature (T
mb







dV ) or integrated line intensity represents the integrated flux of each line across
the velocity distribution (dV ). The measured values are accompanied by comparative data from
previous detections in the literature. Only the relative emission-line intensities and fluxes should




As evident in Tables 5 and 6, many new lines have been observed in the listed PNe, and add
to the known molecular inventory of these objects. These include the first detections of 13CO(1-0,
2-1), HCO+, CN, HCN, and HNC for NGC 6445 as well as HCO+ for BD+30 3639. Transitions
for 13CO(2-1), CN, HCN, and HNC were also detected in NGC 6853 and NGC 6772 for the first
time, along with upper limits on CO+ and 13CO(1-0). All CO isotope lines for NGC 7008 were
also previously unobserved, though these detections may be attributed to ISM gas along the line
of sight rather than the PNe. Many of the well-surveyed PNe have benefitted from the detection
10
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NGC 7027 CO (1-0) 9.6 (0.03) 267.0 (0.14) 11.9 (—) 332 (—) h
CO (2-1) 26.2 (0.05) 520.0 (0.15) 30.9 (—) 667 (—) h
13CO (1-0) 0.28 (0.01) 6.68 (0.06) 0.3 (—) 6.4 (0.3) h, a
13CO (2-1) 0.89 (0.01) 22.4 (0.09) 1.3 (—) 17.3 (0.8) h, a
CO+ (2-1) 0.05 (0.01) 2.18 (0.11) 0.020 (—) 0.87 (0.13) i
HCO+ (1-0) 1.36 (0.009) 28.1 (0.05) 0.247 (—) 26.5 (0.2) e, a
CN (2-1) 1.47 (0.016) 86.5 (0.12) 0.028 (—) 41.9 (0.6) e, a
HCN (1-0) 0.35 (0.005) 11.6 (0.03) 0.059 (—) 14.3 (0.4) e, a
HNC (1-0) 0.034 (0.006) 0.309 (0.022) — (—) 1.0 (1.2) a
NGC 6720 CO (1-0) 0.3† (—) 4.† (—) 0.047 (0.005) — (—) b
CO (2-1) 1.8† (—) 23.† (—) 0.023 (0.004) 20.0 (0.4) b, a
13CO (1-0) — (—) — (—) — (—) 0.27 (0.11) a
13CO (2-1) 0.156 (0.008) 1.30 (0.03) — (—) 0.9 (0.3) a
CO+ (2-1) <0.021 (0.007) <0.11 (0.04) — (—) — (—)
HCO+ (1-0) 0.103 (0.004) 1.760 (0.019) 0.019 (0.002) 0.86 (0.11) b, a
CN (2-1) 0.31 (0.01) 10.10 (0.06) — (—) 4.5 (0.7) a
HCN (1-0) 0.07 (0.004) 1.83 (0.02) — (—) 3.2 (0.2) a
HNC (1-0) 0.04 (0.004) 0.67 (0.02) — (—) 0.74 (0.10) a
NGC 6720N CO (1-0) 0.3† (—) 5.5† (—) 0.047 (0.005) — (—) b
CO (2-1) 0.8† (—) 17.† (—) 0.023 (0.004) 20.0 (0.4) b, a
13CO (1-0) — (—) — (—) — (—) 0.27 (0.11) a
13CO (2-1) 0.05 (0.01) 0.57 (0.06) — (—) 0.9 (0.3) a
CO+ (2-1) <0.027 (0.009) <0.18 (0.06) — (—) — (—)
HCO+ (1-0) 0.063 (0.005) 1.28 (0.03) 0.019 (0.002) 0.86 (0.11) b, a
CN (2-1) 0.29 (0.01) 11.1 (0.08) — (—) 4.5 (0.7) a
HCN (1-0) 0.074 (0.005) 2.08 (0.03) — (—) 3.2 (0.2) a
HNC (1-0) 0.027 (0.005) 0.603 (0.027) — (—) 0.74 (0.10) a
NGC 7293 CO (1-0) 0.66 (0.02) 6.0 (0.06) 0.17 (0.030) — (—) g
CO (2-1) 2.05 (0.06) 12.3 (0.1) 0.40 (0.050) 17.5 (0.7) g, a
13CO (1-0) 0.044 (0.009) 0.096* (0.014) — (—) 0.67 (0.09) a
13CO (2-1) 0.047 (0.006) 0.60 (0.03) — (—) 1.8 (0.2) a
CO+ (2-1) <0.021 (0.007) <0.07 (0.02) — (—) — (—)
HCO+ (1-0) 0.088 (0.044) 1.020 (0.017) 0.04 (0.008) 0.89 (0.10) g, a
CN (2-1) 0.029 (0.009) 0.18 (0.02) — (—) 1.0 (0.2) a
HCN (1-0) 0.041 (0.003) 0.649 (0.014) — (—) 1.6 (0.2) a
HNC (1-0) 0.038 (0.003) 0.465 (0.013) — (—) 0.80 (0.11) a
NGC 6781 CO (1-0) 1.14 (0.02) 15.3 (0.07) 0.35 (—) — (—) f
CO (2-1) 5.26 (0.05) 49.6 (0.11) — (—) 28.4 (0.6) a
13CO (1-0) 0.049 (0.009) 0.159 (0.016) — (—) 0.32 (0.14) a
13CO (2-1) 0.203 (0.007) 2.21 (0.03) — (—) 1.7 (0.2) a
CO+ (2-1) <0.021 (0.007) <0.09 (0.03) 0.031 (0.008) 0.249 (—) m
HCO+ (1-0) 0.167 (0.003) 3.520 (0.018) — (—) 2.2 (0.2) a
CN (2-1) 0.40 (0.01) 13.2 (0.06) — (—) 4.6 (0.5) a
HCN (1-0) 0.16 (0.003) 3.83 (0.02) — (—) 2.4 (0.2) a
HNC (1-0) 0.08 (0.003) 1.73 (0.02) — (—) 1.65 (0.15) a
Notes:
*: Uncertain
†: NGC6720 and NGC6720N 12CO(1 0, 2 1) manually extracted from Bachiller et al. (1989a). No sigma computed for
those values.
a: Bachiller et al. (1997) (IRAM 30m)
b: Edwards et al. (2014) (ARO 12m, ARO 10m SMT)
e: Zhang et al. (2008) (ARO 12m, ARO 10m SMT)
f: Zuckerman et al. (1990) (1’ south) (NRAO 12m)
g: Zack & Ziurys (2013) (ARO 12m, ARO 10m SMT)
h: Santander-Garćıa et al. (2012) (IRAM 30m)
i: Hasegawa & Kwok (2001) (JCMT)
m: Bell et al. (2007)
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BD+30 3639 CO (1-0) <0.39 (0.13) <2.5 (0.8) — (—) 5.2 (—) k
CO (2-1) <1.2 (0.4) <5.6 (1.8) 0.20 (—) 4.7 (—) j, k
13CO (1-0) <0.09 (0.03) <0.57 (0.19) — (—) — (—)
13CO (2-1) <0.018 (0.006) <0.17 (0.06) — (—) — (—)
CO+ (2-1) <0.018 (0.006) <0.16 (0.05) — (—) — (—)
HCO+ (1-0) 0.029 (0.003) 1.16 (0.02) — (—) — (—)
CN (2-1) <0.027 (0.009) <0.17 (0.06) — (—) — (—)
HCN (1-0) <0.009 (0.003) <0.07 (0.02) — (—) — (—)
HNC (1-0) <0.009 (0.003) <0.06 (0.02) — (—) — (—)
NGC 6445 CO (1-0) 0.23 (0.03) 6.36 (0.14) 0.25 (—) 9.29 (—) d
CO (2-1) 1.24 (0.07) 14.8 (0.17) 0.25 (—) 11.1 (—) l, d
13CO (1-0) 0.03 (0.01) 0.051* (0.014) — (—) — (—)
13CO (2-1) 0.32 (0.006) 0.93 (0.05) — (—) — (—)
CO+ (2-1) <0.021 (0.007) <0.1 (0.03) — (—) — (—)
HCO+ (1-0) 0.052 (0.003) 1.78 (0.02) — (—) — (—)
CN (2-1) 0.257 (0.009) 11.2 (0.06) — (—) — (—)
HCN (1-0) 0.115 (0.003) 4.54 (0.02) — (—) — (—)
HNC (1-0) 0.034 (0.003) 1.12 (0.02) — (—) — (—)
NGC 7008 CO (1-0) 1.15 (0.03) 2.56 (0.04) — (—) — (—)
CO (2-1) 1.64 (0.06) 2.09* (0.05) — (—) — (—)
13CO (1-0) 0.057 (0.009) 0.115* (0.013) — (—) — (—)
13CO (2-1) 0.04* (0.02) 0.55* (0.09) — (—) — (—)
CO+ (2-1) <0.06 (0.02) <0.08 (0.03) — (—) — (—)
HCO+ (1-0) 0.013 (0.005) 0.113 (0.015) <0.004 (—) — (—) c
CN (2-1) <0.06 (0.02) <0.07 (0.02) — (—) — (—)
HCN (1-0) <0.015 (0.005) <0.019 (0.006) <0.006 (—) — (—) c
HNC (1-0) <0.015 (0.005) <0.019 (0.006) — (—) — (—)
NGC 6853 CO (1-0) 0.13 (0.02) 1.41 (0.07) 0.097 (0.012) 1.21 (0.29) b
CO (2-1) 0.36( 0.06) 3.48* (0.14) 0.251 (0.008) 2.49 (0.06) b
13CO (1-0) <0.03 (0.01) <0.09 (0.03) — (—) — (—)
13CO (2-1) 0.013 (0.004) 0.09 (0.02) — (—) — (—)
CO+ (2-1) <0.012 (0.004) <0.052 (0.018) — (—) — (—)
HCO+ (1-0) 0.020 (0.002) 0.096 (0.006) 0.026 (0.002) 0.33 (0.03) b
CN (2-1) 0.072 (0.007) 1.38* (0.1) — (—) — (—)
HCN (1-0) 0.069 (0.002) 0.637 (0.008) — (—) — (—)
HNC (1-0) 0.030 (0.002) 0.204 (0.007) — (—) — (—)
NGC 6772 CO (1-0) 0.24 (0.02) 2.5 (0.05) 0.03 (—) — (—) f
CO (2-1) 0.55 (0.04) 6.36 (0.11) 0.05 (0.01) 1.39 (0.41*) c
13CO (1-0) <0.021 (0.007) <0.07 (0.02) — (—) — (—)
13CO (2-1) 0.040 (0.007) 0.32 (0.03) — (—) — (—)
CO+ (2-1) <0.021 (0.007) <0.1 (0.03) — (—) — (—)
HCO+ (1-0) 0.030 (0.003) 0.358 (0.012) <0.003 (—) — (—) c
CN (2-1) 5.89 (0.01) 1.26 (0.005) — (—) — (—)
HCN (1-0) 0.021 (0.003) 0.419 (0.016) 0.010 (0.006) 0.299 (0.247*) c
HNC (1-0) 0.012 (0.003) 0.153 (0.013) — (—) — (—)
Notes:
*: Uncertain
b: Edwards et al. (2014) (ARO 12m, ARO 10m SMT)
c: Schmidt & Ziurys (2016) (ARO 12m, ARO 10m SMT)
d: Sun & Sun (2000) (Purple Mountain Observatory)
f: Zuckerman et al. (1990) (NRAO 12m)
j: Gussie & Taylor (1995) (JCMT)
k: Bachiller et al. (1991) (IRAM 30m)
l: Huggins & Healy (1989) (NRAO 12m)
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Table 7: Comparison of Molecular Line Observations in NGC 7027












CO(1-0) 9.6 267.0 9.09 264.5
CO(2-1) 26.2 520.0 25.3 522.5
13CO(1-0) 0.28 6.68 0.282 6.77
13CO(2-1) 0.89 22.4 0.776 19.6
CO+ 0.05 2.18 0.047 2.65
HCO+ 1.36 28.1 1.37 30.5
CN 1.47 86.5 1.44 61.5
HCN 0.35 11.6 0.350 12.2
HNC 0.034 0.309 0.028 0.566
Notes:
*: Miguel Santander-Garćıa
of previously missing CO transitions. Furthermore, hyperfine structure in the molecules has been
noted when possible.
The radio emission spectra were analyzed using the program CLASS, a part of the GILDAS
software package in Fortran. Peak line intensities were identified visually then modeled using
Gaussian curve fitting, with respective integrated fluxes calculated by the area of the model curves.
The majority of the emission line profile measurements were performed by Miguel Santander-Garćıa
and were utilized for the analysis in this study. Select flux and intensity values have been compared
to ensure consistent methodology. Table 7 presents a representative comparison of spectral line
analyses for the PN NGC 7027.
Systemic velocities were calculated through CLASS by fitting the spectra with gaussian curves.
While a series of gaussians alone are not su cient representation for the structure seen in the
spectra, they provided a good measure of the red and blueshifted edges of the velocity profile of




NGC 7027 and NCG 6720 (Ring Nebula) are both well studied objects as evident in Table 5,
with total line intensity recorded predominantly by the large surveys of Bachiller et al. (1997),
Edwards et al. (2014), and Zhang et al. (2008). Along with the Helix Nebula (NGC 7293) and
NGC 6781, these four PNe have been thoroughly discussed in previous works (Bachiller et al.,
1997). Nevertheless, their line emissions and nebular geometry will be addressed briefly. The
majority of PNe surveyed here have not been previously detected in the molecular lines listed in
Table 6 and will be the primary focus of this section.
3.2.1 NGC 7027
By far the best-studied object in this survey is NGC 7027. This young, bright nebula has a
notably hot CSPN (T
?
=175,000 K) and an abundance of emission lines in its spectrum (Frew, 2008;
Hasegawa & Kwok, 2001). With a dynamical age of only 1,400 years and a high CSPN mass (0.7
M ), NGC 7027 is a rapidly evolving nebula (Zhang et al., 2008). The morphology of the Hii region
is that of a prolate ellipsoidal PN, with a distinct waist and symmetrical outflow lobes visible in
the infrared and X-ray (Graham et al., 1993; Kastner et al., 2001). The clover-like symmetrical
shell of molecular hydrogen forms a wispy and filamentary structure about the elongated shell of
ionized gas (Cox et al., 2002). The H2 emission further traces out the thin PDR, separating the
inner ionized gas from the expanding molecular envelope. The presence of point symmetric holes
in the H2 region also indicates bipolar outflows, a common phenomenon in young PNe (Cox et al.,
2002).
All nine molecular transitions observed in this study have been detected in NGC 7027 and their
individual spectra can be compared in Figure 1b. From the shapes of the spectral emission lines,
several characteristics can be identified regarding the PN. Firstly, the double peaked structure of
most of the lines reveals the expansion of the molecular envelope. This produces blueshifted and
redshifted peaks in the intensity profiles corresponding to the oncoming and receding sides of the
nebula. Because the entire volume of the nebula was sampled, the expected shape of the spectra
is that of a plateau. The heightened flux at either end of the profile indicates excess mass at the
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blue and redshifted edges. This could be attributed to bipolar outflows, which have been identified
in NGC 7027 (Cox et al., 2002).
The central velocity of NGC 7027 is estimated by averaging the widths of each profile and
assuming symmetric expansion. The CO spectral line widths show significant uniformity, which
yields blue and redshifted edges at 10.7 and 36.9 km s 1, respectively. The PN as a whole is thus
receding from us with a systemic velocity of 23.8 km s 1 and has an expansion velocity of 13.1
km s 1. This is consistent with the work of Graham et al. (1993), Cox et al. (2002), and Herpin
et al. (2002), who all determined the systemic velocity of NGC 7027 to be approximately 25 km
s 1 with outflows of 15 km s 1. The nitrogen-bearing molecules, however, present a slightly faster
expanding shell with blueshifted and redshifted outflow velocities of 5 and 40 km s 1, respectively.
This di↵erence reflects the wider wings in those molecules, a feature the CO isotopologues lack due
to self absorption. Self-absorption from colder CO outside the radiating shell that absorbs incident
photons along the line of sight.
Another feature found in the spectra is the evidence of absorption in the HCO+ spectrum
and faintly in CO(1-0). On the blueshifted side of the HCO+ emission line, there appears an
absorption feature that dips below the averaged continuum, which has been baseline-subtracted.
The absorption here is due to cold and optically-thick HCO+ that lies in front of the warmer dust
closer into the CSPN, absorbing parts of the dust continuum emission at the blueshifted edges of
the line profile. Similar absorption can be seen in the lines for CO.
While the double-peaked structure that is characteristic of an expanding envelope of molecular
gas can be seen in most of the emission lines observed, it is notably absent in HCN. Hyperfine
splitting leads to individual transitions that lie at closely spaced frequencies (88.630, 88.631, and
88.634 GHz).2 Due to the line broadening, these features blurr together to create a single curve
that lacks easily identifiable peaks. CN also features hyperfine structure, but at distinguishable
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Figure 1a: 2Mass K-band image of NGC 7027 with circles overlaid indicating the 30m telescope
beam diameter (FWHM) for 12CO(1-0) (21.34”; red) and 12CO(2-1) (10.67”; blue).
Figure 1b: Spectra for every molecular transition line detected in the survey data for NGC 7027.
Individual spectra have been shifted upwards and scaled for comparison. The horizontal axis is
radial velocity with respect to the v
LSR




Known commonly as the Ring Nebula or M57, NGC 6720 has been well studied in molecular
gas (Bachiller et al., 1997; Edwards et al., 2014). Its dynamical age is roughly 6,000 years and does
not have detectable X-ray emission (Kastner et al., 2012).
This was the only PN targeted for which two observations were made: one toward the CSPN,
and one toward the outer edge of the molecular envelope. While our 30 m observations of NGC
6720 do not add to this PN’s molecular inventory, they do o↵er the only example in this study of
molecular line intensity variations across a PN’s envelope. Emission lines for each region are dis-
played in Figures 2b and 2c. While we were unable to observe the three of the CO isotopologues at
their respective frequencies in this nebula, the 13CO(2-1) transition and remaining five lines demon-
strate the varying structure of the PN. The CSPN pointing (Figure 2b) encompasses molecular gas
associated with both the approaching and receding layers of the molecular shell, and as such this
pointing yields wider, double-peaked spectra across its lines. This allows for an estimate of the
systemic velocity of NGC 6720. Meanwhile, Figure 2c details the spectra for the position o↵set
from the CSPN. The resulting line profiles contain only one sharp peak near the systemic velocity
of the PN, which is to be expected given that the gas along the nebular rim is moving perpendicular
to the line of sight. A sharper drop in the flux along the redshifted side of the spectra indicates
some intervening absorbing material at these velocities.
3.2.3 NGC 7293
NGC 7293 or the Helix Nebula marks the largest and nearest PN in the study at 0.46 pc
in radius and a distance of only 0.22 kpc (Frew, 2008). It is a relatively evolved object with a
dynamical age of 21,000 years, and contains a point-like X-ray source (Kastner et al., 2012). Early
molecular observations were carried out by Huggins et al. (1992) and Bachiller et al. (1997), with
many additional studies performed across the expansive region of the PN (Young et al., 1999; Zack
& Ziurys, 2013; Zeigler et al., 2013; Schmidt & Ziurys, 2017).
Observations of NGC 7293 were performed toward the edge of the molecular envelope. While
all the molecular transitions discussed in this paper have previously been detected in this PN, this
17
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Figure 2a: DSS IR image of NGC 6720 with circles overlaid indicating the 30m telescope beam
diameter (FWHM) for 12CO(1-0) (21.34”; red) and 12CO(2-1) (10.67”; blue). The central region
corresponds to Figure 2b, while the o↵set region along the outer envelope of the nebula corresponds
to Figure 2c.
work adds integrated flux values for these lines in a region not previously observed. As in previous
single-dish mapping studies, there is significant structure present in the spectra, where four distinct
peaks appear in the 12CO (1-0, 2-1) transitions. As the observations were obtained for the outer
edge of the molecular envelope, this structure can be attributed to multiple, distinct molecular
knots along the line of sight sampled by the 30 m beam. Due to the large angular diameter of NGC
7293, the IRAM telescope beam measured only a small portion of the extensive molecular region.
As such, it is only possible to make a comparison with the nearby (-435, 75) region observed by
Zack & Ziurys (2013) and by (Schmidt & Ziurys, 2017). Their spectra revealed three components to
the CO lines at velocities -11, -21, and -29 km s 1 and -13, -21, -29 km s 1 in the HNC and HCN,
respectively. This lines up well with our spectra where strong velocity components were observed
at roughly -13, -23, and -32 km s 1, with two other potential features at -8 and -19 km s 1. It
is clear then that the substantial nebula of NGC 7293 has a complex, layered structure across its
molecular lines.
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Figure 2b: Spectra for every molecular transition line detected in the survey data for the central
star region of NGC 6720, referred to throughout this paper as NGC 6720. Axes same as in Figure
1b.
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Figure 2c: Spectra for every molecular transition line detected in the survey data for the outer
envelope of NGC 6720, referred to throughout this paper as NGC 6720N. Axes same as in Figure
1b.
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Figure 3a: DSS Visual image of NGC 7293 with circles overlaid indicating the 30m telescope beam
diameter (FWHM) for 12CO(1-0) (21.34”; red) and 12CO(2-1) (10.67”; blue).
3.2.4 NGC 6781
The oldest PN included in our sample is NGC 6781 at a dynamical age of 26,000 years. Its
nebula contains 0.86 M  of ejected material (Ueta et al., 2014). As one of our three sources not
detected in X-rays, NGC 6781 acts as a control for any potential X-ray-induced chemistry e↵ects.
Molecular observations were made previously by Bachiller et al. (1997). New observations of
the PN presented here probe a di↵erent region of the expanding shell. NGC 6781 was detected in
all molecular transitions except CO+, where upper limits were noted.
A cursory look at the spectra for NGC 6781 reveals remarkable structure, both in its strong
peaks and the absorption feature across CO isotopologues. In all detected lines, NGC 6781 displays
a strong double peaked structure. Given the position of observed, this structure could be associated
with the absorption feature or a distinction between oncoming and receding sides of that corner
of the nebula. The strong absorption component located between 0 and 10 km s 1 in the velocity
profile is present across all detected CO transitions and is likely due to the presence of molecular
cloud emission in the o↵-source (background sky) reference position.
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Figure 3b: Spectra for every molecular transition line detected in the survey data for NGC 7293.
Axes same as in Figure 1b.
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Figure 4a: DSS visual image of NGC 6781 with circles overlaid indicating the 30m telescope beam
diameter (FWHM) for 12CO(1-0) (21.34”; red) and 12CO(2-1) (10.67”; blue).
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Figure 4b: Spectra for every molecular transition line detected in the survey data for NGC 6781.
Axes same as in Figure 1b.
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3.2.5 BD+30 3639
Also known as Campbell’s Star, BD+30 3639 (hereafter BD+30), the youngest and most com-
pact PN in our survey, has only just begun ionizing its envelope of ejected material within the past
1,000 years (Frew, 2008). The Wolf-Rayet-type central star (WC9) has the coolest core of the PNe
discussed in this paper. Nevertheless, BD+30 is a luminous object at 1037 ergs s 1, a CSPN UV
luminosity rivaled only by NGC 7027 (see Figure 3). As such it has been studied extensively across
the electromagnetic spectrum (Freeman & Kastner, 2016; Kastner et al., 1996; Bachiller et al., 1991;
Akras & Ste↵en, 2011; Gussie & Taylor, 1995, and references therein), though not for its molecular
emission.
The structure of BD+30 is that of an elliptical nebula, with asymmetric CO bullets along
possibly precessing jets. These misaligned jets may also be responsible for a hot bubble of X-ray-
emitting material bounded by the ionized inner shell and outer dusty region (Akras & Ste↵en,
2011; Freeman & Kastner, 2016). More extensive 3D mapping can be found in Freeman & Kastner
(2016), who performed a multi-wavelength structural analysis.
In the molecular spectra of BD+30, it is clear (Figure 5b) that the data were severely hampered
by noise levels. BD+30 only subtends a diameter of 4” (Frew, 2008) and beam dilution may have
hindered most line detections. Inadequate integration times would also have a deleterious e↵ect on
detections for such a compact target. As such, only the emission line of HCO+ could be adequately
measured. All other transitions are recorded as upper limit values in Table 6. The spectrum
for HCO+ reveals a double peaked structure which yields a tentative velocity profile. We find
BD+30 has a systemic velocity of -3.8 km s 1, with a redshifted and blueshifted outflow velocity
of 42.2 km s 1. These results are consistent with those obtained by Bachiller et al. (2000), who
determined the systemic velocity of the nebula to be -13 km s 1 with expansion velocities of 50
km s 1. Examination of the spectra revealed the presence of a strong H38  emission at 222 GHz.
This atomic Hydrogen recombination line will not be discussed in this paper, but is notable for
indicating the presence of a large mass of ionized hydrogen in BD+30.
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Figure 5a: DSS IR image of BD+30 3639 with circles overlaid indicating the 30m telescope beam
diameter (FWHM) for 12CO(1-0) (21.34”; red) and 12CO(2-1) (10.67”; blue).
3.2.6 NGC 6445
NGC 6445 or the Little Gem is the most distant PN in this survey, at 1.39 kpc (Frew, 2008). It
consists of a bipolar shell of nebular gas of dynamical age 3,000 years. With a CSPN of temperature
T
?
=170,000 K, NGC 6445 is at a similar e↵ective temperature and mass star to that of NGC 7027.
However, with one eighth the luminosity and larger nebular radius of 0.14 pc, it indicates NGC
6445 is a more evolved PN. The ChanPlaNs survey established that NGC 6445 harbors a compact
X-ray source of uncertain physical origin, although coronal emission from a binary companion is a
likely source (Kastner et al., 2012).
The first molecule detected in NGC 6445 was the CO(2-1) transition (Huggins & Healy, 1989).
Additional CO isotopologue detections were obtained a decade later (Sun & Sun, 2000), but as yet
few other molecules have been detected (OH and OH+ in Aleman et al. (2014)). Hence, this work
presents the first detection of six new molecules in NGC 6445: 13CO(1-0), 13CO(2-1), HCO+, CN,
HCN, and HCN.
Molecular transitions for NGC 6445 are generally well detected, with flux upper limits placed
on CO+ alone. The shape of the emission lines are varied however, with full width of the lines only
visible in the nitrogen bearing molecules. For these lines, the double peaked structure is apparent
25
Figure 5b: Spectra for every molecular transition line detected in the survey data for BD+30 3639.
Axes same as in Figure 1b.
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Figure 6a: DSS IR image of NGC 6445 with circles overlaid indicating the 30m telescope beam
diameter (FWHM) for 12CO(1-0) (21.34”; red) and 12CO(2-1) (10.67”; blue).
and provides an averaged systemic velocity for the PN of 18.6 km s 1, and outflow velocity of 22.0
km s 1. The lack of a blueshifted edge in the CO lines suggests an obscuring feature or lack of CO
emission from the approaching side of NGC 6445. Nevertheless, these velocity measurements are
comparable with those of Sun & Sun (2000) who measured a CO(1-0) central velocity of 20 km s 1
with an expansion velocity of 33 km s 1. A noticeable peak near the systemic velocity at 20.4 km
s 1 can also be seen in the HCO+ and CN lines. This would suggest molecular emission present
near the central star. The 12CO(1-0) transition also shows a dip in its emission line spectrum at
115.276 GHz that is likely the result of over-subtracted molecular ISM emission along the line of
sight.
3.2.7 NGC 7008
NGC 7008 is not particularly noteworthy with respect to other PNe in our survey. It is a young
nebula at a dynamical age of 4,000 years. Similar to NGC 6445, this CSPN is defined as a point-like
X-ray source but with an unconstrained emission origin (Kastner et al., 2012). This may correlate
with the lack of a well defined inner nebular rim. Previous emission line detections are limited to
upper limits placed on HCO+ and HCN (Schmidt & Ziurys, 2016).
Observations were made along the northern edge of the molecular shell of NGC 7008 as seen in
Figure 7a. As such, we do not expect to see the extended spectral plateau present in PNe whose
27
Figure 6b: Spectra for every molecular transition line detected in the survey data for NGC 6445.
Axes same as in Figure 1b.
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Figure 7a: DSS Visual image of NGC 7008 with circles overlaid indicating the 30m telescope beam
diameter (FWHM) for 12CO(1-0) (21.34”; red) and 12CO(2-1) (10.67”; blue).
CSPN were targeted. Rather a thin peak would be expected from the single outer layer of envelope
emission. Only CO emission lines were detected in NGC7008, and these lines indeed exhibit narrow
peaks. The presence of narrow, single peaks along with the puzzling o↵set of 12CO(1-0), suggests
detected emission is interstellar gas (molecular cloud) along the line of sight rather than from NGC
7008. Followup observations of NGC 7008 are necessary to establish the origin of CO emission
towards the PN.
3.2.8 NGC 6853
NGC 6853, also known as M27 or the Dumbbell Nebula, is a large PN at 0.74 pc in diameter
and subtends 7,500 as2 in the sky (Frew, 2008). As such, NGC 6853 has been studied in multiple
atomic emission lines across the infrared and optical throughout the years. In near-IR H2 emission,
the Dumbbell Nebula consists of dense knots and ’streamers’ that appear to radiate out from the
CSPN (Kastner et al., 1996; Salama et al., 2000). Numerous atomic lines in the optical such as
[O I] and [N II] further trace out the eponymous ’dumbbell’ shape that reflect the PN’s bipolar
structure (Kastner et al., 1996; Edwards et al., 2014). Seen in the DSS image of Figure 8a, the
targeted region of the nebula is centered on the CSPN but does not encompass the majority of the
molecular gas and dust. The central star region was chosen for observation as it provides a direct
look at the central star induced chemistry. H2 imaging revealed this line-of-sight intersects a large
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Figure 7b: Spectra for every molecular transition line detected in the survey data for NGC 7008.
Figure 7c: A magnified view of the spectra in Figure 7b. 12CO(1-0) appears o↵set from the other
CO transitions.
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Figure 8a: DSS Visual image of NGC 6853 with circles overlaid indicating the 30m telescope beam
diameter (FWHM) for 12CO(1-0) (21.34”; red) and 12CO(2-1) (10.67”; blue).
column of clumpy, molecular gas (Kastner et al., 1996).
CO was first detected in NGC 6853 by Huggins et al. (1996), where they identified a complex
filamentary structure much like in H2. Further observations were carried out by Salama et al. (2000)
and more recently by Edwards et al. (2014). In the latter, the study focused on a position o↵set
from the CSPN ( ↵=-68” by   =-63”), where transitions of CO, HCO+, and CS were identified.
Within our 30m spectra, a well defined double peak structure is observed. This marks blueshifted
and redshifted outflow velocity components of -50.3 km s 1 and 4.9 km s 1, respectively. When
compared with the velocities of emission line components detected by Edwards et al. (2014) towards
the edge of the PN (-35 km s 1 and -5 km s 1, respectively) the velocity components we measured
help trace the 3D structure of the PN. With the nearside of the molecular envelope approaching
at ⇠50 km s 1, Edward et al.’s o↵set point traces line of sight motion reduced to ⇠35 km s 1.
Similarly with the retreating side of the PN, the center is receding at 5 km s 1 while the o↵set
region is receding at -5 km s 1. These combined values indicate the curvature in the expanding
molecular shell of NGC 6853 about a systemic velocity of -22.7 km s 1.
From the ChanPlaNs survey, NGC 6853 was detected with point-like X-ray emission, which is
expected from photospheric emission from the hot (T
?
=135,000 K) CSPN given its nearby distance
of 0.38 kpc (Kastner et al., 2012; Frew, 2008).
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Figure 8b: Spectra for every molecular transition line detected in the survey data for NGC 6853.
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Figure 9a: HST image of NGC 6772 with circles overlaid indicating the 30m telescope beam diameter
(FWHM) for 12CO(1-0) (21.34”; red) and 12CO(2-1) (10.67”; blue).
3.2.9 NGC 6772
As one of the older objects in this sample at a dynamical age of 19,000 years, NGC 6772 displays
the structure and chemistry of a large, evolved PN. Its morphology is that of an elliptical shell with
apparent distortion along the NE to SW axis. This structure may be a result of interactions between
the expanding shell and the ISM (Schmidt & Ziurys, 2016). NGC 6772 is one of four PNe in this
paper not detected in X-rays in the ChanPlaNS survey (Kastner et al., 2012). Our molecular
line data were collected along the southern edge of the envelope. First detected in CO(1-0) by
Zuckerman et al. (1990), Schmidt & Ziurys (2016) have more recently identified emission lines of
CO(2-1) and HCN.
Our spectra reveal line emission in all previously detected molecules, with the addition of
13CO(2-1) and CN. The broad peaks of the spectral line profiles terminate at a redshifted ve-
locity of approximately 44.2 km s 1. This is consistent with the value determined by Schmidt &
Ziurys (2016). Only 12CO(1-0) displays a narrow blueshifted peak at roughly 19.3 km s 1, as well
as an apparent weaker feature near 0 km s 1 that was also identified by Schmidt & Ziurys (2016).
A possible explanation for this weaker feature is interstellar gas projected in front of NGC 6772.
4 Discussion
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Figure 9b: Spectra for every molecular transition line detected in the survey data for NGC 6772.
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4.1 Molecules in PNe: New Detections
New line detections have been made in five of the PNe observed in this study. HCO+ was
the only molecule observed in BD+30, while 13CO (1-0, 2-1), HCO+, CN, HCN, and HNC were
all observed in NGC 6445. NGC 7008 contained detections of all four CO isotopologues, as well
as HCO+. Then in both NGC 6853 and NGC 6772, the molecules 13CO (2-1), CN, and HNC
were observed for the first time, along with HCN in NGC 6853. These molecules are essential
to understanding the role nebular radiation plays in PN chemistry. HNC and HCN are highly
correlated to the CSPN luminosity as discussed in Section 4.3. Observations of the CO isotopologues
were also identified in four PNe, which further conveys the ubiquity of CO production in AGB and
post-AGB environments.
The first detection of HCO+ is made in the young PN BD+30, adding to the previous detections
of CO and H2. Given the structure of BD+30 (Freeman & Kastner, 2016), it is very likely that the
HCO+ emission arises from the two high-velocity molecular “bullets” observed by Bachiller et al.
(2000). This is supported by reaction (1), which requires CO to form HCO+. As such, the young
CO ”bullets” are a prime region for HCO+ formation.
Though the objects listed in Table 5 are well studied and the total flux of nearly all their emission
lines previously catalogued, they too have received observations of intensity values in new nebular
regions and confirmation of CO(1-0) flux levels.
4.2 Investigating X-ray-induced Molecular Chemistry
We investigated several potential tracers for X-ray chemistry among the molecular emission
lines. Line ratios were compared against X-ray and UV luminosity of each central star, as well as
the ratio of the X-ray and UV luminosities. No significant trends emerged from this analysis. A
case in point is HCO+, which has long been proposed as a diagnostic of X-irradiation of molecular
gas (Deguchi et al., 1990). Ionized by the soft X-ray emission of CSPN, the chemical pathways for
HCO+ production suggest a significant order of magnitude increase in abundance in the presence
of X-irradiation. Heightened HCO+ would then act as a tracer for X-ray emission in the PNe and
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point-like and di↵use sources were obtained from Montez Jr. et al. (2015). L
X
upper limits are
calculated from the cuto↵ for detection of the X-ray flux.
we expect line ratios correlated with the X-ray luminosity. Figure 10 plots the ratio of HCO+ to
13CO against CSPN UV and X-ray emission. 13CO was chosen as it is a stable molecule in the PN
envelope that acts as a tracer of the nebular mass and is not coupled to X-irradiation. The absence
of a clear trend in the data indicates that X-rays are not directly driving HCO+ production in PNe.
Additional sample plots can be found in the appendix (Figures 14-21). We find that the presence
and intensity of the observed molecular line ratios do not appear to trace chemical e↵ects driven
by the x-irradiation of the molecular gas.
4.3 HNC/HCN as a Probe of UV-induced Gas Heating in PNe
4.3.1 Previous Studies of the HNC/HCN Ratio
Formed predominantly by dissociative recombination of HCNH+, HNC and HCN are expected
to be present in roughly equal abundance in the cooler pre-PN phase (Graninger et al., 2014;
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Bachiller et al., 1997). Although abundances of both molecules are dependent on the carbon present
from post-AGB processes, similar dipole moments and atomic building blocks produce uniform
concentrations of HNC and HCN, which make their ratio a useful molecular probe. Conditions for
cold molecular regions suggest the ratio HNC/HCN should be ⇠1 at temperatures of ⇠10 K (Schilke
et al., 1992; Graninger et al., 2015). Due to the kinetically driven chemical reactions that process the
two molecules, reactions with H and O preferentially destroy HNC in favor of HCN. These reactions
occur when temperatures of the gas rise above 25-40 K (Graninger et al., 2015). Activation energy
barriers and the actual critical temperature for the HNC+H reaction have long been discussed, but
the lack of convergence on the values of these fundamental parameters is apparent in the literature
(Graninger et al., 2014, and references therein).
Early work by Schilke et al. (1992) in the Orion Molecular Cloud (OMC-1) explored the temper-
ature dependence of the HNC+H reaction and produced a foundation for studying HNC/HCN as
a diagnostic of local gas heating. Schilke et al. (1992) found the HNC/HCN ratio decreased in the
cloud, as temperature increases from ⇠10 to ⇠150 K. Activation energies for both the HNC+H and
HNC+O were assumed to be equal to 200 K in order to reproduce the observed ratios. Using gas-
grain and gas-phase chemical modeling, Graninger et al. (2014) furthered the study of HNC/HCN
in OMC-1. Figure 13 reproduces their results for the HNC/HCN ratio against temperature, com-
paring the Schilke et al. (1992) data with models using the original 200 K barrier assumption and an
updated activation barrier calculation for HNC+H at 1200 K. The work of Graninger et al. (2014)
identified the critical temperature range of the gas cloud at which the HNC/HCN ratio would begin
to decrease from unity, i.e. 20-40 K, then further constrained the activation barrier energy to well
below 1200 K. Given reasonable abundances, the activation barrier should be constrained below
300-500 K (Graninger et al., 2014).
The conclusions from these foregoing observational studies remain broadly consistent with that
of Jin et al. (2015), who analyzed the HNC/HCN ratio across dark clouds, protostellar objects, and
Hii regions. Jin et al. (2015) found the mean ratio decreased gradually across each evolutionary
stage. Hence, the HNC/HCN ratio can trace the evolutionary stages of massive star formation
from cold molecular clouds (⇠20 K) to the warmer molecular gas (⇠100 K) associated with H
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Figure 11: Relative flux ratio of HNC to HCN plotted against the central star’s UV luminosity.
Line observations from Schmidt & Ziurys (2017) are denoted by black crosses. NGC 2346 UV
luminosity obtained from Bachiller et al. (1989b), while NGC 2440 and Hb 5 obtained from Frew
(2008). The best-fit linear slope of the 30m data (black dashed line) is m =  0.744 with a linear
correlation coe cient of r =  0.909.
II regions generated by young, massive (OB) stars. Similarly, the ring-like vs. centrally peaked
morphologies of HNC and HCN, respectively, within the disk orbiting TW Hya place constraints on
the characteristic temperature necessary to e ciently convert HNC into HCN at >25 K (Graninger
et al., 2015).
4.3.2 HNC/HCN Ratio vs. L
UV
for Sample PNe
Strikingly, analysis of the PNe in this study has revealed a previously unknown correlation
between the ratio HNC/HCN and the UV luminosity of the central star. In Fig 11, we plot the
HNC/HCN ratios obtained from our 30 m data as well as data from other nearby PNe taken from
the literature. The HNC/HCN values for the PNe sample decrease from roughly unity, as the UV
luminosity increases, just as has been observed in cold molecular regions. Linear regression supports
the presence of a power-law relationship between the HNC/HCN ratio and UV luminosity, with a
best-fit slope of m =  0.744 to the 30 m sample data. With a correlation coe cient of r =  0.909,
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Figure 12: Flux ratio of HNC/HCN plotted against nebular age. Magenta points are similar PNe
observed by Schmidt & Ziurys (2017). Their sample encompasses objects with an age range half
that of the PN included in our study. Linear regression identified a correlation of r = 0.757 with a
linear slope computed from the 30m data (black dashed line) of m = 0.030, or an increase in the
ratio of HNC/HCN of 0.030/kyr.
Figure 13: Plot taken from Graninger et al. (2014). Here, the black crosses represent OMC-1
observations by Schilke et al. (1992), comparing the HNC/HCN ratio against local gas temperature.
Solid lines are the gas-phase model ratios computed by the authors.
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this linear fit correlates well to the observed PNe and enables future predictions as to the CSPN
UV properties of other PNe based on the ratio of HNC to HCN, or vice versa, for a given object.
For this line ratio to decrease steadily as observed with UV luminosity, high energy photons must
be interacting with and heating the gas of the PDR. Evidently, as the CSPN is revealed and its UV
luminosity rises, the resulting CSPN ionization raises the local temperature to the activation energy
limit for conversion of HNC into HCN+H. The molecular gas reaches the critical temperature to
produce HCN, enabling the molecular ratio to trace the level of CS UV radiation for each PN.
Ultimately, Figure 11 supports observationally the theorists’ view that HNC and HCN values can
be used as a thermometer for cold molecular clouds.
Recent work on the HNC/HCN ratio in PNe suggests that there is insignificant change with
dynamical age (Schmidt & Ziurys, 2017). These results were taken to indicate that the ratio
does not vary significantly with nebular evolutionary state, and after the proto-PN stage, remains
fixed. Because our survey samples PNe spanning a far larger range of dynamical ages, the results
obtained here reveal that a gradual, but significant rise in HNC/HCN ratio is present across older
PNe. Linear regression to the 30 m sample data yields a correlation coe cient r = 0.757, confirming
the evident trend of increasing HNC/HCN ratio with PN age. These results indicate that while the
emergence of a strong UV source early in a PN’s history generates a huge drop in HNC, the nebula
may gradually recover HNC abundance as L
UV
drops and the CSPN cools during PN evolution.
For many of the objects, only a small fraction of the entire nebula was measured, with focus
either on the outer molecular envelope or around the central star. Under the assumption that
greater UV ionization produces a reduced HNC/HCN ratio, the inner regions of a PN should see
increased HCN abundances, while colder outer reaches of the envelope should maintain proto-PN
ratios near unity. Therefore, where one looks at the PN will a↵ect the observed HNC/HCN ratio.
The degree of variation of HNC/HCN across a given cold molecular region has yet to be properly
established. As a means to investigate the mechanisms underlying HNC/HCN line ratio variation,
we must examine molecule-rich regions of an individual PN along a range of o↵sets from the CSPN
to establish whether HNC decreases with greater UV flux.
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5 Conclusions
Observational molecular gas reveals the state and composition of mass loss from late stage low-
to intermediate-mass stars. From composition to temperature and even age, observations of the
line emissions from PNe may provide useful insight into PN evolution.
This study identified new molecular emission lines across five PNe using the IRAM 30m tele-
scope, while confirming peak intensities for another four. The objects were observed in nine molec-
ular transition lines across the 88-236 GHz range. Age, nebular mass, and morphology varied across
all objects in the study, as well as the detection and type of X-ray radiation. New detections of
HCO+ were made in BD+30 3639 and NGC 6445. Detections were also identified in CN, HCN, and
HNC, along with NGC 7008, 6853, and 6772. Additional new measurements of CO isotopologue
flux values were made in every PNe. From these spectra, analysis of the systemic and expansion
velocities was performed and has been reported in Section 3.1. Those results are consistent with
previously reported velocity values.
Comparison of observed molecular line ratios with PN central star and nebular X-ray luminosi-
ties yielded no significant correlations. The lack of correlation indicates that the X-irradiation may
only be playing an indirect role, if any, in driving the PN molecular chemistry. There does, how-
ever, appear to be a strong correlation between the HNC/HCN ratio and the CSPN UV luminosity,
wherein the line ratio decreases with increasing UV emission from the central star. Further, the
HNC/HCN ratio is found to decrease as the temperature of the local gas increases. The HNC/HCN
ratio might then function as a thermometer to probe the cold molecular envelope of PNe. Further
study of how the local gas temperature a↵ects the HNC/HCN ratio in PNe could shed light on the
physical conditions of other cold astrophysical environments.
I wish to thank Miguel Santander-Garćıa for his initial work on the data and for his continued
guidance in learning CLASS and writing this paper. And to Joel Kastner, who has taught me a
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A Appendix
In Figures 14-21, I display additional plots of molecular lines ratios vs. measures of CSPN and
PN high-energy radiation fields.
Figure 14: Relative flux ratio of HCO+ to 12CO 1-0 plotted against the central star’s luminosities
L
X
, L(UV ), and LX/L(UV ). Arrows indicate maximum values in the flux or luminosity. Lx values
for point-like and di↵use sources were obtained from Montez Jr. et al. (2015). L
X
upper limits are
calculated from the cuto↵ for detection of the X-ray flux.
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Figure 15: Relative flux ratio of CN to 12CO 1-0 plotted against the central star’s luminosities as
in previous figures.
Figure 16: Relative flux ratio of HCN to 12CO 1-0 plotted against the central star’s luminosities as
in previous figures.
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Figure 17: Relative flux ratio of CN to HCN plotted against the central star’s luminosities as in
previous figures.
Figure 18: Relative flux ratio of CN to 13CO 1-0 plotted against the central star’s luminosities as
in previous figures.
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Figure 19: Relative flux ratio of HNC to HCN plotted against the central star’s X-ray luminosity.
Unlike Figure 11, no clear correlation between the molecular line ratio and CS emission appears.
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Figure 20: Relative flux ratio of 13CO 1-0 to 12CO 1-0 plotted against age of the PNe. The blue
dashed line represents a ratio of 1/69, which marks the optically thin regime of 13 CO for ISM
(Wilson, 1999; Paglione et al., 2001).
Figure 21: Relative flux ratio of HCO+ to 12CO 1-0 plotted against age of the PNe.
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